
 

 

Hosting an Immigrant for LA-AID 
 

Does he/she need a free flight with Miles 4 Migrants? If so, please collect the following info: 
 
Name first: 
Last: 
(make sure their name matches their documents!) 
Birthdate 
Flying from 1st choice 
2nd choice 
Flying to 1st choice 
2nd choice 
Who is picking them up at airport and how are they related? 
 
Scan one of the following forms if possible: 
 
DHS Form I-862 - Notice to Appear 
ICE Form I-220A - Order of Release on Recognizance 
ICE Form 220B - Order of Supervision 
Passport (only if in possession and valid for travel) 
ICE Form I-200 - Warrant for Arrest of Alien 
ICE Form I-205 - Warrant of Removal/Deportation 
 
If they don’t have one of these, scan the [document] page with their picture—it’s either front and 
back, or on two pages—or any document they may have indicating asylum status. 
 
Send all info to:  
Karen   WeavingPuzzles@gmail.com  
Or Nell   nellhahn2@gmail.com 
 
Does he/she need a phone charged or need a phone? (ask if their sponsor can buy them a 
phone, send you money via PayPal or Venmo or Zelle… etc.)  
* try to get payment before the person leaves your home! 
Straight Talk at Walmart tends to be the easiest, about a $40 phone plus the unlimited talk/text 
for $35 = so, about $80. Try to set up their phone with their sponsors area code so that their 
phone number will be more useful for them long term. 
 
Does WhatsApp work on their phone? 
 
GPS needs to be charged for about 1 1/2 hours every 12 hours, so encourage them to have it 
fully charged before they leave. 
 
Give a backpack 
Give Spanish / English dictionary if appropriate 
Give map of the United States 
 
Keep receipt for food, turn in to Nell with immigrant’s name if seeking reimbursement. 
 
Stay in touch with person transporting to airport. Print boarding pass if you can, or let person 
transporting know that you didn’t so they can plan some extra time. 
 
If you have questions or problems reach out to: 
Karen 337-739-7811        Michelle 337-962-6373             or Nell 337-298-3831 


